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2012 has been a remarkable year for the SIVECO team: 20 years

have passed since the establishment of the company, since it became
the largest Romanian software house and a regional leader in
the development of complex, large scale software projects.
How has SIVECO managed to continuously grow on a yearly basis in
the particularly challenging field like IT and a volatile global economy?
First of all, through a lot of hard work, a desire to succeed against all
odds and a constant team effort. However, this work would not have
yielded the desired results if we didn’t focuse primarily on the needs
of the communities we work in. By definition, information technology
encourages progress through positive changes in the long term.
SIVECO’s projects have always been based on the correct identification and analysis of our stakeholders needs, aiming, through our extensive
expertise, to help them experience the full benefits of modern technological tools.
We have also maintained a constant communication process with all the stakeholders involved in our projects: clients, partners, shareholders,
employees, the public opinion.
The European Commission recently published a legislation proposal requiring companies with more than 500 employees to release yearly
information regarding their social impact on the environment and employee rights. We have voluntarily and actively done this, ever since 2008.
SIVECO evaluates and reports its yearly achievements, large educational, health, agriculture and customs IT projects, with a significant
social impact, in a formal, coherent and consistent manner. The same techniques are used for all our projects, developed in 27 countries on 4
continents and affecting millions of stakeholders. We actively encourage transparency regarding all our social activities in partnership with other
organizations or enthusiastic volunteers.
Our projects involve state-of-the-art technology and a high degree of responsibility. These requirements can only be achieved with a quality
workforce. The SIVECO team consists of 1,300 world class professionals, the best in the software market, value confirmed by the results of
our high importance projects across the globe.
Future plans are consistent with our current progress: we will continue to develop, to invest in research, quality and in employee specialization,
to promote ethics and commercial transparency and to encourage social projects in the same open and friendly environment in which the SIVECO
team has developed so far.
It is our mission to share with you the experience gained by SIVECO in 2012, our 20th year of activity.

Irina Socol
President & CEO
SIVECO Romania
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Content

I.

Business RÉsumÉ

IV. Economic Report

We are developing projects in Romania
and other 26 countries for more than
1500 clients.

II.

Social Activity Timeline 2002 – 2012
SIVECO is a company that operates as a part of
the community and for its benefit. A company
that proves responsibility and involvement in
initiatives that bring long term development.

III. Social Report
Large projects involve professionalism,
expertise, responsibility, great teams, trained
to work for the good of communities and
companies.
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Even though it was a tough year, we have
recorded a very good sales turnover.

V.

Environmental Report
The vulnerability of our planet is a fact that we
cannot ignore. We cannot go forward without
thinking about what will happen in 10 or 50
years. Responsibility matters.

VI. Ethics
	Yes, we constantly invest in the ethical behaviour
of our business. We support and respect this
basic principle in our everyday work and we
have zero tolerance for any action that could
undermine the positive effects and benefits
generated by sustainable development.
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VII. Employees

IX. INternational Recognition

It is said that getting a team together is just
the beginning, working together is progress,
staying together is success. Equally important
is to constantly invest in team development.

VIII. MEMBERSHIPS
We successfully developed long-term and
expanded our partnership network internationally.
The company’s evolution includes the development
of our business model with the help of our partners,
in both local and international projects.

Tell me what projects you are working on so
that I can tell you what awards you will win.
For us, 2012 has been a year full of awards and
valuable trophies.

X.

Objectives for 2013
Good things need to be continued. Therefore,
we hope that in 2013 we will keep developing
relevant projects that we will be able to talk
about in our future report.
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I. BUSINESS RESUME

››21 years of experience
››over 1,500 clients
››27 countries – SIVECO develops complex
IT projects in Romania and other countries
from the European Union, Middle East,
the CIS area and North Africa

Shareholder structure

42,2 %

SIVECO Netherlands BV

32,5 %

Intel Capital Corporation & Enterprise Investors

25,3 %

SIVECO Romania Management
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Offices
››Romania: Bucureşti (headquarter), Ploieşti, Braşov,
Constanţa, Galaţi, Timişoara, Craiova, Cluj, Iaşi
››International branches: United Arab Emirates,
Belgium, Kazakhstan, Bulgaria, Turkey

Certifications
Solutions

››ISO 9001:2008 AFNOR Group International

››eLearning

››ISO 14001:2004 Environmental management
systems

››eHealth
››eAgriculture

››ISO 27001 Information security

››eCustoms
››eNuclear
››Customized Applications (Portal, Finance
management, Information and Data Flow
management, eInsurance, eBanking)

Employees

››Enterprise Application Suite

››+1,300 at global level
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Alexandru Rădășanu
Research & Development
Vice President

Daniela Bichir
Human Resources & Quality
Vice President

Our effort to innovate translates into an
increase in performance for our clients.
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Aurora Crusti
Commercial Division
Deputy Vice President

Doina Binig
Strategy Vice President &
Chief Operating Officer

Bogdan Ciungradi
Finance Vice President

Irina Socol
President & CEO
SIVECO Romania
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II. SOCIAL ACTIVITY TIMELINE 2002 – 2012

Anca Crahmaliuc

Marketing & Communication Manager

”The constant development of significant national and international projects, with a decisive
social impact, has naturally generated the consideration of social responsibility factors in
eHealth, eLearning, eAgriculture, eCustoms and eBusiness projects. Our initial CSR projects were
developed in the education area alongside with the implementation of the IT Based Educational
System, which was one of the most successful educational projects in Romania. Through
important initiatives with high impact such as the SIVECO Cup, .champion, SIVECO Summer
School, Virtual Learning National Conference, the “Moisil Followers” competition, we managed to
amplify the social benefits of the SEI project with direct implications for millions of stakeholders:
students, teachers, parents, teaching institutions’ management. The company reached a maturity
stage that made it possible to be aware of the need to initiate, run and develop activities that
support, from a social point of view, complex national projects in fields that matter to the citizens.
A responsible organization will get involved with projects that generate the expected benefits in
a sustainable way.”
10
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2002
Some of the most
important social activities
ran by SIVECO are listed
forward:

››For its 10th anniversary, SIVECO Romania organized, in

premiere for Romania, a famous opera performance – Traviata
by Giuseppe Verdi – on an outdoor stage. With this occassion,
10% of the sponsor donations were redirected to the ”Nicolae
Balcescu” foundation, actively involved in caring for children
suffering from AIDS. ”Generous efforts have always brought
people together. We hope that the emotion of the few lucky
enough to participate at such an exceptional artistic moment will
help in the collection of funds for the children and that therefore
the main aim of this event will be achieved,” stated Irina Socol,
President & CEO SIVECO Romania.

››SIVECO Romania sponsors the National INFOeducatie contest,

dedicated to students with skills in creating software
applications (educational software, utilities and web pages).

››Three students from the Mihai Eminescu high school from

Petrosani have received monthly scholarships to study from
SIVECO.

››SIVECO sponsors an opera performance event to benefit
children suffering from AIDS.

››With the help of SIVECO, the Cantemir Voda National College
organised a computer science contest for students ranging
from 9th to 11th grades. This event has now become a tradition
for this prestigious high school from Bucharest.
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2003
››The SIVECO Virtual Center for Excellence includes a series

››Specialists from SIVECO participate in lectures for a masters

››The newly set up national software educational competition

››SIVECO financially helps young students with impressive

of initiatives of the company in the educational area aimed
at promoting creativity in eLearning: the SIVECO Cup,
.champion, SIVECO Summer School etc.

- SIVECO Cup, aims to become a tradition within preuniversity
education. The competition is designed to attract both
students talented at developing IT applications with an
educational purpose and teachers focused on creating new
innovative teaching methods. Organized by SIVECO Romania
under direct observation of the Ministry of Education and
through a partnership with PC Magazine, the competition
makes all the assets available. Regardless of the final
ranking, all competition entries are purchased by SIVECO
and included in the IT training program within preuniversity
education.

››At the EDUCA exhibition, held in Berlin, Germany, the largest

international conference for computer aided training,
Romania is represented by the winning team of the SIVECO
Cup National Educational Software Competition, composed
of teachers and students from the Cantemir Voda National
College in Bucharest.

››SIVECO supports the ”Premiile Flacara” 2003 event,

for important achievements in the following fields:
literature, dramatisation, film, music, plastic arts, science,
journalism, management and sports. ”The ’Flacara’ awards
aim to show a few exceptional people that Romanians admire
them – gratitude is a rare thing and because of that we
believe that it’s worth pursuing. The laureate gala brings
together the most important names in the scientific, cultural,
sportive and journalistic areas from the last few years,”
said Irina Socol.
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course in eBusiness organized at the Faculty of Cybernetics,
Statistics and Economic Information during the 2002-2003
academic year.
school results from the Mihai Eminescu High School from
Petrosani, whom, without any financial aid would not have
been able to achieve their full potential. With the help of
the Valea Jiului Local Water Authority, young students
benefit from monthly scholarships. ”We are aware that our
gesture is a symbolical one. However, we hope that this
relationship with children from Valea Jiului will develop
into larger projects to benefit even more of them. Such an
example would be the educational software competition
– SIVECO Cup, launched this year. Teams of students who
develop innovative educational software will benefit from
substantial rewards,” stated Irina Socol.

››SIVECO awarded actors Carmen Stanescu and Damian
Crasmaru with the Sympathy Award. This meeting between
theater and information technology proves that the world we
live in is and will become even further interconnected. The
”Romania” brand image is built in a large proportion through
its outstanding performance in these areas, generating
awareness and prestige.
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2004
››The 2nd edition of the SIVECO Cup, meant to reward the best

educational software. 19 finalist teams presented their software
projects in front of a jury composed of teachers, specialists in
educational software and winners from the 2003 edition. The
first place prize is a sponsorship opportunity to participate at an
eLearning exhibition.

››Students excelling at programming participate at a meeting at
the Poiana Pinului Camp, part of the SIVECO Virtual Center for
Excellence program, sponsored by SIVECO Romania.

››Within a project developed alongside the National Television,

live lessons are aired, to help preparing students before the
”Baccalaureate” exam for subjects such as physics, mathematics,
IT, geography, history and chemistry. The ”Lessons for the future”
show benefits from the presence of various celebrities in the
educational area. Therefore, the Minister of Communications and
Information Technology, the Minister of Education and the SIVECO
Romania CEO participated at the first televised show. In each
one of the 12 aired shows, a computerized lesson was presented
through the Ael eLearning platform, developed by SIVECO Romania.

››The first edition of the Educational Journalism Awards was held,

with the aim of developing a professional standard in educational
journalism and at the same time show the high quality of this media
segment. Organized by the National Romanian Commission for
UNESCO in partnership with the Foundation stimulating technical
and scientific progress and with the help of SIVECO Romania,the
awards consist of 4 areas: TV, website, radio, journalism and
science books. A prize of 1.000 euros is awarded for each section.

››Courses for initiation and training in the use of computers are

organized to the benefit of the National Directorate for Preuniversity
Education within the Ministry of Education.
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››SIVECO supports a web design competition organized at the
National High School „Tudor Vianu” in Bucharest.

››The National Conference for Virtual Learning takes place at

the Faculty of Mathematics and Information Technology at
the University of Bucharest and stands for the most important
scientific event of the year in the computer assisted teaching
field. The ”Virtual Center of Excellence” special prize is granted by
SIVECO, providing the opportunity to participate at the educational
software conference EDUCA in Berlin, Germany. SIVECO also offers
the creativity award and six popularity awards.

››SIVECO supports the Faculty of Mathematics’ team in the final of
the international ACM Programming Contest in Prague.

››The SEI educational portal is developed - http://portal.edu.ro/ and
offered as a donation to the Ministry of Education.

››SIVECO awarded Ilinca Tomoroveanu and Traian Stanescu, two of

the greatest Romanian actors, with the Sympathy Award within the
anniversary event organized by UNITER.

2005

The SEI educational
portal is developed
http://portal.edu.ro
and offered as
a donation to
the Ministry of
Education.

››SIVECO Romania organizes the Summer School in Drobeta Turnu

Severin, Mehedinti county, with the help of the Virtual Center for
Excellence and in partnership with the Ministry of Education and
Research. Students are selected among participants from the
SIVECO Cup and .champion, competitions organized by the SIVECO
Virtual Center for Excellence and active users of the SEI educational
portal. “The summer school organized by our company aims to develop a
community of educational software developers looking to promote, using
scientific arguments, the necessity of using IT instruments as an alternative
means of education,” stated Radu Jugureanu, Educational Materials
Development Coordinator at SIVECO Romania.

››Over 1000 students participate at the final of the national competition
.champion 2005.
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››SIVECO Romania continuously supports the Romanian artists by
contributing towards the participation of Cristian Fătu at the “Fritz
Kreisler” Violin Festival in Vienna.

››The 5th edition of the ”Moisil Followers” programming contest

takes place at the National High School “Grigore Moisil” in Iasi.
“Moisil Followers” aims to further prepare the students that
have qualified for the National Information Technology Olympics.
The main sponsors of the competition are SIVECO Romania and
Microsoft Romania, who awarded prizes to the winners. ”I am
happy to see that all the winners are also finalists in the competitions
organized by the SIVECO Virtual Center of Excellence. I hope that the
winners of ”Moisil Followers” will also obtain medals at the National
Information Technology Olympics and other international contests,”
stated Stefan Morcov, Project Manager at SIVECO Romania.

››SIVECO involves in providing support to flood victims in Moldavia,

through donating construction materials and food. The ”School of
new beginnings” project, a camp for affected children, was also
funded and developed through the ”Summer University” National
Program. Furthermore, gifts are given for Christmas, to the elderly
from retirement centers.

››SIVECO participated as partner at the national information

technology camp Forum IT. This event is dedicated to young
individuals passionate about IT and is organized by the Forum
IT team in partnership the Ministry of Communications and
Information Technology, UNESCO and the Prahova County
Council. Forum IT aims to create an environment that favours
communication, in which young individuals can interact with
representatives from the main IT companies in Romania.

››More than 120 students and teachers participate at the second

edition of the SIVECO Summer School in Drobeta Turnu Severin, an
initiative financed by SIVECO Romania. This undertaking is aimed
at students and teachers from primary schools and high schools
in Romania with impressive results in national creative contests in
the educational software field, whilst also targeting educational
software development specialists.
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››Starting with 2005-2006, the Academy of Economic Studies

in Bucharest and SIVECO Romania hold the SIVECO Academy
program with the goal of providing complementary training, at
high quality and performance standards, in the field of software
engineering and economic information technology.

››SIVECO Romania and Romanceram initiate a support campaign
to aid the victims of floods in Galati.

2006

››SIVECO participated in the 15th anniversary ceremony of the
Faculty of Journalism and Communication Science, institution
training future journalists.

››At the UNITER headquarter in Bucharest, in the presence of
numerous personalities in the cultural domain, SIVECO rewards
“The Sympathy Prize” to Catalina Mustata and Florin Zamfirescu.

››SIVECO Academy provides students with lectures on

programming, presentations and sales with the aim of
completing the knowledge learned during classes with practical
teamwork skills and abilities required on the labor market.

››The SEI team participates in the 6th edition of the “Moisil

Followers” IT contest in Iasi. The contest is organized by the
Grigore Moisil IT High School in Iasi, for Romanian and Moldavian
students.

››The 4th edition of the SIVECO Cup national contest for educational
software is organized for students with a passion for educational
IT software but also for teachers who aim to develop innovative
teaching methods.

››The 2006 .champion competition is organized with an

international approach this year. Students from Bulgaria,
Moldavia, Albania, Canada, Vietnam and Nigeria are enroled in
the contest.

››AltFactor, SpiderNet and Litera International are sponsors of
the Romanian Olympic team at the International Olympics for
Geography organized in Brisbane, Australia. This contest aims
to encourage students passionate about geography from across
the globe to interact, therefore contributing to an improvement
in the quality of this pre-university subject.

››SIVECO encourages the ”Be intelligent, not violent!” campaign
aimed at high school pupils, teachers and parents with the main
objective of reducing violence in teaching institutions.
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››The first ”Parliament of the Youth” brings together 150 pupils,

students and master students, who have the possibility to practice
their political skills, discuss legal projects and vote for various
proposals. This event was initiated by the Pro Democracy Association
with the help of SIVECO and encourages the involvement of national
authorities, commercial institutions, Romanian and international
organizations.

››The National Bilingual High School “George Cosbuc” is the host of

the „Is democracy a luxury?” conference, marking the launch of the
civil conference project ”About the good use of democracy”, running
during November 2006 – June 2007. The project received support
from SIVECO, the Ratiu Foundation and the Selenis company and
aims to recover learning areas and transform them into open areas
for the civil society through conferences and public debates in high
schools whilst also developing the debating skills of pupils.

››SIVECO Academy is launched for the 2006-2007 academic year, and
diplomas are given to the graduates of this projects’ first edition.

››During the UNITER Gala, SIVECO gives “The Sympathy Prize” to

a couple of great artists: Victor Rebengiuc and Mariana Mihut.
”We express our admiration and appreciation for these special artists,
Victor Rebengiuc and Mariana Mihut, who have shown us, for so many
years, the value of normality, performance and the happiness of sharing
success,” stated Anca Crahmaliuc, Marketing & Communication
Manager at SIVECO Romania.
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2007
››Students from the West University and Polytechnic University
in Timisoara have joined the SIVECO Academy initiative.

››80 children with special needs now benefit from efficient

interactive AeL classes. SIVECO Romania offers them the
possibility to learn more effectively with the help of the
best educational content in the world, by sponsoring the
Beclean Educational Center for Inclusive Education with an
educational AeL license and interactive AeL lessons, while
also providing technical support for the implementation of
the eLearning solution.

››The 5th edition of the national educational software

competition SIVECO Cup is organized and aimed towards
pupils with an innovative approach and skills towards the
creation of educational software whilst also considering
teachers focused on the modernization of teaching methods.

››SIVECO Romania supports a new set of civil conferences

„About the good use of democracy”, initiated and organized
by ARDOR - The Romanian Debate, Oratory and Rhetoric
Association along with the Pro Democracy Association and
‘Cotidianul’ newspaper.

››Romanian pupils participate at the Balkan IT competition

and obtain the first place in the country ranking, winning 4
medals (2 gold, 1 silver and 1 bronze). At this competition
36 pupils from 8 countries are participating – Romania,
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Bosnia, Bulgaria, Cyprus, Greece, Moldavia, Serbia and
Turkey. SIVECO Romania, the main sponsor of the Balkan IT
competition, constantly provides support for young pupils
with a passion for IT.

››The Bucharest Police Authority organized, between 8 – 14

October 2007, the 2nd edition of the ”Crime Prevention
Week” event. With this occasion, SIVECO Romania received
the “Best partner 2007” award by the General Directorate of
the Bucharest Police Authority, therefore becoming the only
private sector representative with this award for the second
year, consecutively.

››Organizing the ”Transparency Day” event dedicated to

Corporate Social Responsibility. The CSR strategies and
actions initiated by SIVECO Romania, both independently
and in partnership with other organizations, are discussed.
The debate brings together, at a round table, partners
of SIVECO such as AmCham, CSR Romania, World Vison
Romania, ARDOR and the Pro Democracy Association who
are active in the CSR field. ”Operating in the European market
is more than just providing products or services. It means being
a company that integrates both social and environmental actions
within commercial production. Corporate social responsibility
involves commercial success through ethics, proving respect
for employee, community and environment,” stated Irina Socol,
President & CEO at SIVECO Romania.
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2008
››The .champion contest reaches its 5th edition and benefits

of the support of many prestigious teachers and students
winning previous international IT Olympics. This year’s
edition has a new integrated online evaluation system,
similar to the one used by the international IT Olympics.

››SIVECO Romania is again awarded as ”Best partner” by

the General Directorate of the Bucharest Police Authority.
Through this distinction SIVECO is rewarded by the Bucharest
Police Authority for encouraging activities against criminal
offences and casualties.

››The ”Sunday Meeting”, organized by the National Natural

History Museum ”Grigore Antipa” is an interactive
interdisciplinary program for children and parents. During
the interactive presentation of the Myria Educational
program, students openly showed their interest for
information sent interactively through games and
experiments. The Myria Educational project is the result of
an exceptional partnership in which major IT&C companies
were involved: Microsoft, SIVECO Romania, AltFactor, AMD
and Complet ElectroServ. This project was developed with
the main purpose of providing the Romanian market with a
complete and efficient educational product based on stateof-the-art technology.
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››The ”Mihai Viteazul” National High School in Ploiesti hosted

the 12th edition of the ”About the good use of democracy”
civil conferences series, organized by ARDOR – the Romanian
Debating Oratory and Rhetoric Association and SIVECO.

››A new edition of SIVECO Academy starts. ”We aim, through
this ambitious project, to prepare future employees for all
departments within SIVECO Romania, to develop their skills
for their upcoming activity while allowing them to meet their
responsibilities as students,” said Daniela Bichir, HR & Quality
Vice President at SIVECO Romania.

››The ”Moisil Followers” national IT competition attracts over
80 pupils from around the country, alongside a valuable
team from Moldavia.

››The 6th edition of the SIVECO Cup National Educational
Software Competition is held.

››The ”Creative Teachers Club” is a SIVECO initiative that aims

››SIVECO Romania awards scholarships to students within the

Faculty of Mathematics and Information Technology at the
University of Bucharest, who expressed a special interest
in scientific research. The SIVECO Excellence Scholarships
program consists of two scholarships, one for each degree
area - Mathematics and Information Technology.

››SIVECO Romania launches a new initiative that aims to

motivate the most active teachers in running computer
based lessons. The awards ceremony takes place at the end
of the 2008-2009 academic year, in the 5th edition of SIVECO
Summer School.

››Within a festive award ceremony, the University of Bucharest

hosts the 6th edition of the National Virtual Learning
Conference (CNIV). The conference earned notoriety on a
yearly basis and became a point of interest for researchers,
eLearning specialists, professors and teachers, inspectors,
counselors, teachers, psychologists, pupils and students.

to support teachers in the use of innovative educational
materials in their day to day teaching, to actively build the
”School of the Future”. ”Interactive lessons are a powerful and
flexible tool which can be used by teachers to further motivate
pupils and merge the various teaching systems available. This
way, pupils are more motivated to experiment and apply the
acquired knowledge in real life, making the learning process
more efficient,” stated Radu Jugureanu, educational content
development coordinator at SIVECO Romania.

››The ”Sf. Sava” National College in Bucharest hosts the

››Acknowledging the importance of continuous staff

››A new edition of the “About the good use of democracy” civic

development, the Bucharest Polytechnic joined the
Intel®Teach Program - Training in the Knowledge Society.
The Intel®Teach Program helped more than 5 million
teachers to effectively integrate technology into classroom
instruction. “From the position of coordinators of this program
in Romania, we stand together with all those involved in the
education system who want to become more familiar with the
various ways of using a computer and the Internet as means of
communication, research and innovation within the educational
process,” said Dana Vladoiu, Project Manager at SIVECO
Romania.

“About the good use of democracy” civic conferences project.
This series of events offers young people the opportunity to
exchange ideas with important opinion leaders of the civic
society and Romanian academics, philosophers, journalists,
political scientists and historians. SIVECO Romania is
a partner within this project and therefore encourages
confidence in real democratic values and supports youth
involvement in the promotion of these values.
conference project is organized, involving a public speaking
marathon.

››On a yearly basis since 2003, during the Christmas

holidays, “The Sympathy Prize” is offered to a theatre actor
couple. This year, the distinction goes to the pair Marina
Constantinescu, theater critic, and Mircea Rusu, actor,
within a ceremony organized at the Romanian Athenaeum.
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2009
››SIVECO Romania announces the launch of the Social

Responsibility and Sustainable Development Report, the
first report of its kind conducted by a Romanian company
and one of the very few currently existing on the local
market. The report evaluates social performance and
activity impact of the company on the community, partners,
customers and employees in 2008. The report has received
recognition from the European Business Awards jury at the
“Corporate Sustainability” category.

››SIVECO encourages the official launch at the “Grigore Moisil”

high school of the first educational “Learning Gateway” type
portal in Romania - “portal.moisil.ro” - a teaching resource
useful for teachers, students and parents. The “portal.
moisil.ro” project was born from the desire to engage young
people in education process and stimulating their curiosity
and enthusiasm for discovering new and interesting things
with the help of modern technologies. This portal motivates
students to access learning resources both in school and
outside.

››The 9th National IT Competition “Moisil Followers” and the

scientific communications session for teachers „Quality Info
– quality guarantee in the IT educational area “ are held in
Iasi.
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››SIVECO Romania is the main sponsor of the creativity
software competition Linfo@SV, organized by the “Spiru
Haret” National IT College in Suceava, offering awards
to primary and high-school students. This competition
encourages the interest of pupils and teachers in information
technology and a competitive environment among students.

››More than 2,000 students participate in the .champion
2009 competition. Those who managed to enter the finals
obtained at least one award at the prestigious International
IT Olympics, Balkan IT Competition, National IT Olympics or
other specialized competitions.

››Within the civic conferences organized by the Romanian
Debating Oratory and Rhetoric Association and supported
by SIVECO, High school students are invited to express
their personal views about subjects of intense debate
in the Romanian society: “Should new regulations be
introduced so that commercial TV stations have educational
responsibilities towards the public?”, “Do new media
channels provide more power to the modern citizen?”, “Is
multiculturalism an utopia?”, “Is absenteeism legitimate?”
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››The social solidarity of SIVECO Romania’s employees is proven
through constant participation in the “2% Campaign - Leave your
mark on something that matters!” Over 120 forms for directing 2%
of the income tax for the previous year are completed and submitted
to NGOs helping sick children, orphans, elderly, hospitals, churches,
promoting environmental protection or encouraging performance in
education.

››Higher education and pre-university teachers, students and pupils,
education and IT professionals participate at the National Virtual
Learning Conference. Along with the 7th edition of CNIV, the 4th
edition of the International Virtual Learning Conference is also
organized.

››SIVECO Romania representatives are part of the Education Awards

Gala jury, competition aiming to promoting people, projects and
organizations with a significant impact on the educational system
in Romania.
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2010
››Over 1,500 students passionate with IT participate at the

7th edition of the .champion competition. The competition
consists of 11 rounds, alternating preparation stages with
online competitions.

››As a member of the Women’s Business Club “Financiarul”,

Irina Socol and 11 other women from this club, managers of
successful businesses in Romania, organize the first edition of
the “50,000 euros Mărţişor” competition. The competition is
dedicated to young entrepreneurs under 35 years of age, who
want to start a business.

››Education experts from SIVECO propose, within a partnership

with the Academic Society of Romania, one of the most
powerful voices of the civil society in Romania, a project to
reform the Romanian educational system. The proposal report
for the Ministry of Education presented an efficient educational
system, producing the skills necessary for the development of
society as a whole and to cultivating the individual skills of
students.

The first shipment of empty printer cartridges
donated to the Edefau Technik company
is organized. Part of the money earned
from recycling are donated to the Parents
of Children with Cancer, Leukemia and
Serious Anomalies Association (PAVEL).

24

››The first Communication on Progress report is drafted,

regarding respecting human rights, and sent to the United
Nations Global Compact. As a partner of this organization,
SIVECO committs to assess and report on how the principles
of human rights and environmental protection are followed by
the company, on a yearly basis.

››Teachers from high schools, higher education and from the

economic environment meet at the 8th National Virtual
Learning Conference, hosted by the University of Medicine
and Pharmacy in Targu Mures. The event is coordinated
by the University of Bucharest in collaboration with SIVECO
Romania and Intel. Discussions were held regarding the work
and development of software products presented in the 68
papers published at the conference. As the main sponsor,
SIVECO Romania offers prizes for the “Educational Software”
competition for the development of software products for
education and research.
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››The “Workshops without boundaries” association and SIVECO

conclude a partnership for donating used equipment (copiers,
monitors, printers) to Romanian organizations that develop social
programs.

››SIVECO Romania joins the campaign against global warming
“Lights out! With you we are a billion!”. The lights were switched
off, for an hour, at the company headquarters. The “Earth Hour - Let
the Earth breathe!” event takes place every year and is intended as
a warning sign to protect the Earth’s natural resources.

››An internal campaign is launched, aiming to increase staff
responsibility towards the management of internal resources.

››The IT high school “Moisil Followers” in Iasi hosts the 10th National

IT Competition “Moisil Followers” which is an event supported
by SIVECO Romania. This competition is aimed at high school
students who participate at the National IT Olympics. At the 2010
edition, students from 28 counties and Moldavia have enrolled.
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2011
››A new edition of the SIVECO Academy program is organized.
››25 young people undertake internships at SIVECO. Through
this internship program called SummerDays@SIVECO,
students gain work experience before graduating and
practically apply the skills gained during university.

››SIVECO is the only local IT company that assesses and
reports its social, economic and environmental activities. In
2011, the third CSR report is published.

››The second Communication on Progress report, with regards
to human rights, is compiled and sent to the second United
Nations Global Compact.

››For the third year in a row, SIVECO employees participate

in the 2% of the income tax collection campaign. The
proceedings are directed towards funding programs of 23
NGO’s in the healthcare field, helping orphan children and
the elderly or protecting the environment.

››SIVECO participates at the 16th edition of the Global

Partnership Initiative Against Corruption hosted by the
World Economic Forum based in Geneva. Representatives
from signatory companies of this initiative, including SIVECO
Romania, discuss key issues in the fight against bribery
and corruption and the need for leaders to promote anticorruption policies within companies.

Several SIVECO employees
attended the first
cardiopulmonary resuscitation
course, along with 7,400 other
people from Bucharest eager
to learn first aid lessons. They
practice cardiopulmonary
resuscitation techniques at
the Dinamo Stadium under the
guidance of instructors from the
Ambulance Service.

26
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››In December, at Christmas time, SIVECO employees offer presents

to children at the Periş Center and to the elderly at the Red Flower
Hospice.

››Teachers in higher education, secondary education and the

economic environment participate at the 9th edition of the National
Virtual Learning Conference, hosted by the University of Medicine
and Pharmacy in Targu Mures.

››Young amateur football players from SIVECO play a demo game

for the benefit of children with intellectual disabilities. Thus
they encourage the process of social integration of people with
disabilities, initiated by the Special Olympics organization.
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››Anti-corruption and ethics handbooks are developed. These
documents demonstrate the company’s interest in ensuring
an ethical and transparent business environment.

››The SIVECO’s Marketing department participates in the

”Building houses, creating hopes” campaign, initiated by
the Habitat for Humanity Romania Association. Therefore,
on a building site in Baltesti, Prahova, SIVECO employees
laid the foundation for a house built for a Rroma family. The
campaign aims to eliminate poor living conditions for this
minority.

28

››The most skilled designers are invited to participate in a 2D

and 3D graphics competition. After the judging stage, the
selected contestants are invited to present their creations
before a committee composed of company specialists. The
three selected winners are awarded cash prizes and the
opportunity to work with SIVECO Romania’s professional
team to develop interactive educational content. The
competition partners are the Faculty of Decorative Arts and
Design at the National University of Arts in Bucharest and
the “Ion Mincu” Urban Architecture Students Association.
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III. SOCIAL REPORT

Large projects involve professionalism,
expertise, responsibility, great teams,
trained to work for the good of
communities and companies.
Large projects are meant for companies
that can aim high.
We develop projects for millions of stakeholders.

30
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These were the most important projects
developed by the SIVECO team in 2012:

Projects with impact and national coverage
The IT system for the Agency for Payment and
Intervention in Agriculture (APIA)
Facts and figures
››1,650,000 agricultural lots evaluated
››over 5 billion euros – subsidies paid to farmers during the 20072012 campaign

››261 local APIA centers, 42 regional offices
››5,000 estimated internal users
››750,000 estimated external users
››absorption of 99,4% of European funds allocated towards
agricultural development

The system ensures the calculation and authorization of
payments per farm, including audit and quality control,
effective payments to farmers and the accounting of
payments through standard accounting procedures
on the basis of revenues and expenditures.
31
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IT system for the Payment Agency for
Rural and Fishing Development
Facts and Figures
››5,18 billion euros in the last 5 years, obtained by
Romanian villages from European and national funds

Another important reference regarding complex IT solutions in the agricultural
domain is the Processing System for Rural Development Applications implemented
at the Payment Agency for Rural Development and Fishery. Financing for rural
development projects represents the financial support offered by the EU European
Agricultural and Rural Development Fund under the Common Agricultural Policy.
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The Integrated IT system for
Health Insurances
FACTS AND FIGURES

The project aims to improve the
social health insurance system
in Romania and the quality of
medical and pharmaceutical
services through collecting
and managing economic and
medical information required
for the efficient functioning,
records of insured people and
medical service providers.

››This system has the largest database in the
country: 8 TB (1 Terabyte = 1.024 Gigabytes)
››42 county insurance offices
››52,797 doctors
››10,303 GPs
››93,151 medical assistants
››465 hospitals
››53 ambulance stations
››272 home-care service providers
››444 out-patient recovery stations
››2,455 medical equipment providers
››3,330 out-patient dentistry practices
››15 sanatoria
››4,205 pharmacies

Dragos Dobran
eHealth Manager

In 2012 the package of national systems within
the Computing Platform for Health Insurance
was completed through the
development and implementation of a
nationwide system for electronic prescriptions.
At the end of 2012, approximately 6.5 million
electronic prescriptions had been generated.
The development of a national system for
electronic cards for the insured also
began in 2012.
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The IT Educational System, started
in 2001, has introduced Romania on
the map of providers of innovation in
education. Today, after 12 years, the
Romanian eLearning solutions are used
by students and teachers worldwide.

Florin Ilia

Vice President

34

The figures give an objective dimension to this
success: tens of millions of stakeholders in 24,000
schools in Europe, Middle East, Africa and the CIS
area, 3,700 interactive lessons for 21 subjects, over
45,000 individual reusable learning objects.
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IT Educational System
FACTS AND FIGURES
››Over 5 million national beneficiaries
››140,000 trained teachers
››15,000 IT labs
››192,000 computers
››3,700 AeL multimedia lessons
AeL eLearning solutions include a vast,
multidisciplinary and multilingual virtual library
(AeL eContent), the AeL platform for teaching,
learning, assessment and management of
multimedia educational content, but also software
tools that allow ministries of education to obtain a
clear and complete image of the entire educational
system.

››2,360,000 Baccalaureate candidates (2004 – 2012)
››510,000 nominated on vacant positions (2003 – 2012)
››2,343,802 pupils distributed into high
schools (ADLIC 2001 - 2012)
››212,000 registered users on the edu.ro portal,
3,440,000 visitors, over 8,500 articles and
1,900,000 messages posted on the forum.

In Romania, SEI means over 15.000 IT labs, five million students, attractive and intuitive digital content and a modern computerized schools
management system. SEI is a complex IT program, initiated by the Ministry of Education, whose main objective is to support the teaching - learning
process in secondary education with the latest technologies. SEI is the most appreciated Romanian project in the education field, being awarded at
important international competitions: World Summit Awards, European eGovernment Awards, European IT Excellence Awards, International Project
Management Association, eEurope Awards for eGovernment.

Evolution of the views and unique visitors on http://portal.edu.ro
portal.edu.ro site views
››Record page-views: 125,263,442 in July 2012
››The largest Romanian project functioning on
Cloud technology, starting from 2011.
››Record visitors: 1,14 millions on 8th July 2012.
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The IT system for the National Customs Authority
FACTS AND FIGURES
››8 Regional Departments for Excises
and Customs Operations
››81 County Departments for Excises and
Customs Operations and Customs Offices
››24/7 online connection - electronic transmission
of data through the Common Communications
Network of the European Commission
and the Common Interface System
››Over 10,000 electronic documents
processed on a daily basis
Dan Tuhar
e-Customs Department Manager

››Over 1,000,000 electronic documents
stored in the database annually
››1 second - average response time for
one data / information request

Projects implemented at the National Customs Authority help ensure
the interoperability of the customs IT system in Romania with European
Commission systems and customs administration systems of the EU
member states. This results improved services for economic operators
and supports the business requirements of the National Customs
Authority in the context of relevant legislation development.

36
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The SIVABON System for the Credit Bureau
FACTS AND FIGURES
››Over 45,000,000 credit reports
released within the last years
››30,000 – average number of credit reports created daily
››500,000 – maximum number of posts
uploaded into the system
››1 second – average response time
to a credit report request

The SIVABON application is developed by SIVECO Romania in collaboration with specialists
from the Credit Bureau in Romania.
This system manages a shared database which contains information about retail
customers, debtors, fraudulent customers and their accounts. The system manages
negative and positive data coming from banking and non-banking sources.

37
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European Projects

Projects for the European Commission organizations
We have over 20 ongoing contracts for the European Union Publications Office and
other important institutions such as:
››The European Aviation Safety Agency
››Eurostat - The Institute of Statistics
of the European Union
››The Executive Agency for Health and Consumers
››EuropeAid - Cooperation Office of
the European Commission
››The European Bank for Reconstruction and Development
››The European Investment Bank and the
European Investment Fund (EIB Group)

38
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It is a great honor for any company to have European
Commission organizations on its list of customers.
We are proud that, since 2009, we have achieved this.
We have proved that we can meet the high demands
of these institutions, both in financial terms and
performance-wise.

Ștefan Morcov

Deputy Vice President

„We are constantly involved in following the standards imposed by the particularities
of projects, in terms of both vision and competence. The Romanian software school is
highly regarded within the European Union”, said Ştefan Morcov,
Deputy Vice President within SIVECO Romania.
39
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Projects financed with structural funds
As applicant, partner or subcontractor, we are actively involved in the development of structural
funds projects that make IT tools readily available to people.

››Operational Sector Program for Human Resources Development (OSP HRD)
››Operational Sector Program for Economic Skills Development (OSP ESD)
››Operational Sector Program for the Environment (OSP Environment)

Ongoing Projects:
››ensure the appropriate use of modern educational tools
››create competencies for an inclusive society
››offer tools to eliminate stereotypes
››better employment prospects due to increased
specialization levels
››generate local development
››contribute to the reduction of the digital gap
››develop managerial and antrepreneurial skills
››encourage entrepreneurial initiatives
for sustainable development
40

Cristina Itcus

Structural Funds Manager
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1.650

21.932

43.650

employees & managers
14.550
7.880
9.220

9.916

entrepreneurs and future
entrepreneurs
disadvantaged categories
medical and
pharmaceutical personnel
teachers and trainers
unemployed personnel
students and graduates

110.533

other categories

Our TIC development services now have over 200,000 stakeholders:
››School teachers and university lecturers
››Pupils and students
››Trainers
››Doctors and nurses
››Unemployed in urban and rural areas
››Managers in urban and rural areas
››Women seeking employment
››Employees from the following sectors: rail transport, air transport, energy, financial - banking,
milling and baking, oil and gas, constructions
››Social Assistance employees
››People with disabilities
››Young Entrepreneurs
41
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Research Projects

Monica Florea

European Projects Manager

“Our research projects help educational organizations to adapt their
educational offer to the actual requirements of the labor market,
by using the latest technologies and at the same time preparing
students for the information society. Medical research projects
bring new hope to patients while training projects enhance the
skills of employees and eliminate language barriers. eGovernment
projects facilitate the development of new technologies
which enhance the quality of public services and improve the
relationship between citizens and public institutions. In short, the
main beneficiary of our research projects is the entire society”,
said Monica Florea, European Projects Department Manager.

42
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For our company, investing in research is a strategic
advantage. We are involved in applied research projects
supported by the National Research Plan with the two
subprograms - Innovation and Partnerships – but also
through the FP7 (the 7th Framework Program for Research
and Technological Development of the European Union),
Lifelong Learning, EUREKA, ITEA2 European programs.
Applied research is primarily destined to the use of
scientific knowledge in the improvement or development
of new products, technologies and services. We develop
eLearning, eHealth and eGovernment projects in partnership
with universities and research institutes in Romania and
other European countries.
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RENOVA - Knowledge transfer for nurses and medical assistants in Europe to develop their
professional managerial skills – Lifelong Learning Program. In this project, we offer a shared
learning platform which helps approach real life situations simulated by experienced specialists.
BENEFICIARIES: medical assistants and nurses in Europe

TOI4FOOD - The projects aims to achieve a knowledge transfer from Portugal and Spain specialists
regarding European rules and procedures that need to be implemented in Romania for traditional
alimentary products. Our team develops an educational training methodology and a platform to
be used for online classes. This platform will allow interaction between users and will provide
recommendations, regulations and posts about traditional products.
BENEFICIARIES: researchers, producers and retailers of traditional food products.

Linked2Safety - an advanced semantic connection system for medical information from electronic
patient records, including results of clinical tests, for improving patient safety in medical research.
The project aims to improve clinical practices and to accelerate medical research by providing an
innovative framework for semantic interoperability and access to electronic health records (EHR).
Within this project, we will build a scalable , modular and extensible platform which allows experts
from pharmaceutical companies and healthcare professionals to quickly access information in
electronic health records accross Europe.
BENEFICIARIES: pharmaceutical companies, healthcare professionals and patients
44
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Open Discovery Space - a complex project that
provides integrated access to digital educational
resources. The project will be implemented for over
three years in 2,000 European schools. Through our
experience in the development of educational content
and our impressive library with educational resources,
we will provide educational resources to the participating
schools. The project will improve teaching practices in all
fields, combining ICT skills with teaching, curriculum and
school management innovations. Open Discovery Space
will stimulate demand for innovative eLearning resources
and will strengthen European integration by connecting
different cultures.
BENEFICIARIES: 10,000 teachers and 40,000 pupils from
over 2,000 European schools.
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International Projects

Since 2008, we have started the development of large projects on
international markets, and today 30% of our turnover comes from
exports in 26 countries, replicating the expertise gained from major
national projects.
Finland

Ireland

Germany

UK

Poland

Belarus

Czech
Republic

Belgium
Luxemburg

Hungary

Moldova
Romania

France
Serbia

Finland

Bulgaria

Macedonia

Georgia

Azerbaijan

Turkey

États-Unis
Malta

Cyprus

Morocco

Ireland

Germany

UK
Belgium
Luxemburg

Poland

Hungary
Japan

Egypt

Belarus

Czech
Republic
Slovakia

Ku

Kazakhstan

Moldova
Romania

Croatia

France

Serbia

Bulgaria
Macedonia

Albania

Georgia
Azerbaijan

Turkey

Turkmenistan

Malta
Tunisia
Morocco

Cyprus

Lebanon

Iraq

Egypt
Algeria

Kuwait

Qatar

UnitedArab
Emirates

SaudiArabia
Oman
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Lebanon
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Kazakhstan

In 2012, we signed a strategic partnership with the NUR
Otan School of Political Studies, aiming to promote the
most innovative tools and technologies for modernizing
human resources management and develop professional
training through eLearning and ICT for state employees and
institutional managers in Kazakhstan.
Furthermore, we also signed a contract with the National
Centre for Introducing IT in Kazakhstan for supplying
educational resources in the Russian and Kazakh
languages. AeL eContent, the digital content library
developed by our colleagues in the eLearning department, is
the result of long-lasting research projects and successful
implementations in Romania and other countries, such as
Moldavia, Azerbaijan, UAE and Cyprus.

Moldavia

Together with the National Bank of Moldavia, we started
expanding the banking reporting system, through the
development of over 50 new types of statistical and
supervisory reports specific to the banking sector.
The new reporting system will be implemented with the
purpose of reviewing current methods of reporting to the
Japan
National
Bank of Moldavia, in order to align them to the
requirements of the European Union. The IT system for
reporting is designed according to the directions set by the
European Bank Association, aiming to centralize reports
and convert all different formats into a single standard
structure.
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Macedonia

Our eCustoms team has started the development of
“Integrated Tariff Environment - ITE” systems of the European
Community (TARIC) and Tariff-relative (COTA2, Surveillance 2
EBTI3) for the Macedonian Customs Administration within a
project that will run between 2012-2014. The project is part of
the National Program for Transition Assistance and Institution
Building, offered to countries engaged in the European Union
accession process.
TARIC is a database that indicates the tariff and non-tariff
measures applicable to goods when they are imported into
the European Union or where appropriate, exported to thirdparty countries. The project aims to strengthen the operational
capacity of the Customs Administration of the Macedonian
Republic, in compliance with EU standards and ensuring the
full compatibility and interoperability of the local customs
systems with those used in the EU.
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Community Projects
Happy Birthday,
CNIV!

10 years have passed since the first edition of the
National Virtual Learning Conference, the most important
educational academic event in Romania.
CNIV and ICVL - (International Virtual Learning Conference,
launched in 2006) - are scientific events that are promoting
technologies and innovative methodologies in education,
research and continuous improvement in the pre-university,
university and business environment.
Structured and organized using international principles
and standards, the two projects are promoting the
implementation of modern ideas in early education and
continuous skill development, encouraging work on
projects, collaborative activities, scientific methods and
experiments, creative and intuitive thinking, reasoning and
demonstrating.

Radu Jugureanu

AeL eContent Manager

Both events were held last year at the “Transilvania”
University in Brasov and were organized by the University
of Bucharest with the support of the National Scientific
Research Authority (ANCS) and SIVECO Romania in
partnership with the Centre for Development and Innovation
in Education (TEHNE). Over 200 Romanian teachers and
researchers submitted 46 research papers at the CNIV
conference and another 300 have participated without a
research paper. The ICVL conference brought together over
80 participants from 14 countries on 3 continents, who
submitted 67 research papers. All the research papers were
published by Bucharest University Press in the ICVL and
CNIV volumes.
49
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The Living City,
for all of us!

50

Everybody wants a functional city, is not that so? This is
why we have chosen to become partners in “The living
City” event, a series of conferences organized by the Art
Metropolis association for facilitating dialogue between
the public and the private spheres, so as to improve the
performance of both sectors.
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“The Living City” proposes the active involvement of public
and private decision factors, for identifying solutions
answering the need to elaborate, develop and implement
successful projects that enable the stimulation and
diversification of economic activities, encouraging
investments in the private sector and supporting the
regeneration of urban center with economic growth
potential.
The speeches and debates taking place in “The Living City”
conferences provide complete and objective information
and promote innovative ideas for investments and publicprivate partnerships, in accordance with current social,
economic, judicial and legal problems.

Baroque
Nocturne on
the banks of
Dâmboviţa

6 days of culture, baroque music and outdoors reading
brought joy to the guests of the National Library
of Romania esplanade, near the Unirii Boulevard.
Bach, Vivaldi, Scarlatti and Händel harmonies echoed
during the first edition of the “Baroque Nocturne”
festival. For six days, the artists performed on the
shores of the Dâmboviţa river, at a series of concerts
supported by SIVECO and organized by the Cultural
Kitarodia Association.
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On 23rd March 2012, public institutions and people from over
130 countries all over the world celebrated Earth Day and
turned the lights off for an hour (between 20.30 and 21.30).
At SIVECO headquarter, all electric equipment and lights
were turned off. The same occurred in public institutions,
that turned off the lights for an hour to mark the world’s
largest event with the purpose of raising the alarm for a
real problem humanity is facing: global warming.

Wear yellow!

52
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Lights off!

For the International Cancer Survivors Day, we dressed in
yellow to show our solidarity for those who defeated this
disease. The appeal to join this campaign was addressed
to us by the Little People Association, a non-profit
organization with 16 years of experience in providing
psycho-social medical services, that offers daily support
and complex intervention programs to children and young
people suffering from cancer, treated at onco-pediatric
hospital sections in Timisoara, Cluj, Bucharest and Iasi.
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Supporting the
House of Hope!

A beautiful initiative for those who need help from the
community: the House of Hope Hospice in Bucharest. The
first palliative care center in Romania will function here, on
an area located in Sector 2, on the shore of Lake Plumbuita.
We were present at the symbolic event of laying down the
first bricks of this healthcare center.
This program is supported by SIVECO Romania, along with
other companies and public administration representatives.
The House of Hope Hospice is a charitable non-governmental
organization, established in Brasov in 2006, as an initiative
of British national Graham Perolls, with the purpose of
introducing and developing specialized care services for
terminally ill patients in advanced stages.

Night of the Open Doors at the
Romanian Academy Library
To celebrate the 145 years of the Romanian Academy Library, we organized an exceptional event:
Open Doors Night - 7 hours of music, theater, lights, books that have crossed centuries to reach to
us. From its beginning, the Romanian Academy Library’s mission has been to gather and preserve,
within its collections, the national fund of manuscripts and printed books illustrating Romanian
history and culture, but also universal history and civilization. According to the institution’s website,
its reserves contain more than 14 million units, including 3,600,000 monographies and 5,300,000
serial publications.
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2% sometimes means 100%
In the field of social responsibility, every gesture has a meaning. For the 4th consecutive year, our employees
participated in the campaign aiming to redirect 2% of their income tax towards 31 NGOs in healthcare,
helping orphans or the elderly, environmental protection etc. Here are the organizations that we chose to
support in 2012:
››The SMURD Foundation

››Estuar Foundation

››Emergency Hospital Foundation

››Applied Behavioral Teraphy Association

››House of Hope Hospice Foundation

››”My dear Bucharest” Association

››Help the Children Organization

››Children’s Heart Association

››Future Plus – Sustainable
Development Association

››The Romanian Alzheimer Society

››Red Cross National Association in Romania

››Chance for Life Foundation

››The Alfa Foundation – Omega

››The Swedish Organization for
Individual Humanitarian Help

››The Princess Margaret Foundation of Romania

››The Early Autistic Intervention Association

››The ROBI Animal Protection Association

››Hope for the Romanian Children Foundation

››Cliniclowns Romania Foundation

››The Kyudo Romanian Association

››Scheherazade Foundation

››The ADOR Animal Protection Association

››The Pro-Vita Association for newborn
and unborn in Valenii de Munte

››WWF Association – DanubeCarpathians Romania Program

››E.M.M.A. Organization

››The Academic Debating Club Association in Iasi

››Save the Danube and Delta Association

››Nature Association – Heritage for the future

››The Romanian Ornithological Society

››Saint John Community Foundation

››The Saint George Church – Brebina Parish
54
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Social Reporting,
a test of accountability and transparency
We are the only local IT company that assesses and reports
annually its social, economic and environmental activity.
In 2012 we published the 4th CSR report.
“We are proud that, through our year-to-year activities,
we reduce the digital gap, but mostly generate
long-term development. We run large projects that
contribute significantly to the development of society
through the use of modern technologies. We support,
with concrete and transparent actions, the elimination
of discrimination in employment and occupation, we
encourage respect for human rights and promote a fair
business climate. In our two decades of market activity,
we proved with facts that it is possible to harmonize
economic goals with social and environmental ones,”
said Irina Socol, President & CEO SIVECO Romania.
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IV. ECONOMIC REPORT
Our company continued the strategy started seven years ago,
which is expanding on international markets, accessing EU-funded
projects, ensure a balanced contribution of annual revenue
between large and small projects, between domestic and
international projects and between diverse economic sectors.
As such, the consolidated financial figure recorded for 2012 was
89 millions USD.

SIVECO Romania financial evolution
2004-2012 (millions USD)
2012

89

2011

87

2010

80

2009

73

2008

91

2007

67

2006

39

2005
2004

56
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Market position
For 10 years we have been one of the top IT services and
business management solutions providers. For a Romanian
company, this is an unique performance, confirmed by
International Data Corp (IDC) research.
According to the 2012 evaluation, SIVECO had a market share
of 24.8% on the business management solution providers
market. We are less than 2% away from the market leader
and at a significant distance from the third ranked, both
global IT competitors.

In its 2012 study, IDC positioned our company on the first
place in the segment dedicated to business solutions
(Enterprise Resource Management) with a market share of
27% and on the Business Analytics market, with a share
of 39.1%. We are also on top positions in the segments of
Supply Chain Management, Operations and Manufacturing
Applications and Customer Relationship Management.

Evolution of SIVECO Romania on EAS Market
25
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USD
milioane
USD
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2010

2011

2012

6,62

8,7

11,25

15,66

19,29

18,38

18,82

19,45

19,61

“Consolidated research in the local IT market, in line with international standards, shows that we are in direct competition
with world leaders in this field. Market requirements are increasingly demanding and the competition is very strong. Under
these conditions, the presence of a Romanian company in the top IT services providers and business management solution
providers for 10 consecutive years, is a performance. We have been involved for two decades in computerization projects
of private and public companies. Our ERP solution - SIVECO Applications 2020 - successfully operates for over 1,400
companies from all sectors, such as manufacturing, utilities, banking, transport, telecom and government organizations.
Using applications from the SIVECO Applications 2020 integrated package, our customers benefit from multiple opportunities
for cost control and efficient use of human and material resources. Therefore, they become more competitive in a market
where only the best survive.”
Irina Socol, President & CEO SIVECO Romania
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V. ENVIRONMENTAL REPORT

The vulnerability of our planet is a reality
that we cannot ignore. We cannot go forward
without thinking about what will happen in the
next 10 or 50 years. Responsibility matters.
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Environmental practices of SIVECO Romania
To apply an effective environmental policy, we have chosen to implement and certify an environmental
management system in accordance with the requirements of the international standard ISO 14001:2004 Environmental Management Systems.
To meet this standard, but also to implement the environmental policy, we have identified and initiated several
measures that have become compulsory environmental practices for all the members of our organization:

1. With the help of the environmental team, we developed a set of

4. How our products and services work and interact with the

2. Environmental concerns do not bypass the monitoring of exhaust

5. We pay close attention to the environmental consequences

environmental procedures regarding numerous aspects, including
the manner in which waste is sorted, collected, managed in
accordance with legal requirements and removed by operators
authorized to conduct such activities;

emissions generated by the heating system, noise measurements
nearby our location and the measurement of water pollutants
discharged into the drains;

3. With the help of our environmental team and legal department,

we constantly monitor legal requirements to identify any new
environmental requirements applicable to the company. When new
legal provisions appear with regards to environmental protection,
they are analyzed and then we initiate all the necessary steps to
fully meet the new requirements as quickly as possible;

environment was also identified. This interaction is reviewed on a
constant basis and continuously monitored in order to ensure that
interaction with the environment takes place within legal limits;

following an event which constitutes a case of emergency
(natural disasters or accidents with serious consequences to the
environment). With the help of specialized personnel, we created
action plans for taking measures that allow as little environmental
pollution in such situations. We organize periodical simulations of
these emergencies to ensure a rapid response capability in case
of such events.
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In addition, we have initiated further measures to help reduce environmental pollution to the largest possible
extent. These measures relate to the following aspects, but are not limited to:
We permanently analyze the collaboration with suppliers that may
have an impact on the environment. Within contracts agreed with
these suppliers, we impose the implementation of the best practices
that have the main role of reducing environmental pollution.

SIVECO Romania’s employees have various tasks aimed at
environmental protection through internal procedures and / or
through job descriptions. All the personnel is involved in collecting
differentiated waste in bins provided by the company.

The staff is trained to know how their activity interacts with the
surrounding environment and to take all the necessary measures so
that the interaction with the environment is as minimally invasive as
possible or even beneficial, if manageable.

We conduct regular training of staff with regards to the environmental
management system procedures and best practices of the company in
environmental protection.

Furthermore, we encourage, through providing company buses, the
use of public transport as opposed to the excessive use of personal
or company vehicles. In 2012 approximately 3,800 journeys were made
to and from work. We have therefore contributed to the reduction of
emissions in the atmosphere and ensured appropriate transportation
for the employees.

To ensure that the environmental management system works as
it should, we hold regular internal audits of the environmental
management system. These internal audits are supplemented by
annual audits undertaken by a selected certification body, which
certifies that there is a coherent environmental management system,
implemented and functional within the company.
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We have evaluated the waste collection action generated
internally: 18 tons of paper and cardboard, 4 tons of plastic,
1 ton of tires were sent to recycling centers.

Moreover, the environmental management system regulates
the action plan in the scenario where deviations from the
management system are identified but also when possibilities to
improve the implemented system are spotted.

We have made investments in low-power consumption devices: computers,
servers, monitors, peripherals, lighting, electrical appliances. The cable
network and air conditioning systems were revised.

Annually, the SIVECO Romania management team meets to:
››monitor the environmental performance of the company;
››analyze the environmental management system implemented / certificated;
››take further steps to ensure that this management system becomes more efficient in the future.
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VI. ETHICS
Yes, we constantly invest in the ethical
behaviour of our business. We support and
respect this basic principle in our everyday
work and we have zero tolerance for any
action that could undermine the positive
effects and benefits arising from sustainable
development.

Our company fights against all forms of corruption, including bribery, traffic of
influence, external pressures and blackmail. All of these factors are clearly defined
in the company’s anti-corruption manual, disseminated to the employees.
As in every year, we submitted the Communication Report on Progress to the United
Nations Global Compact. As member of the UNDP Global Pact, we disclose valuable
information about the progress made in implementing the 10 principles.
As a member of the Romanian - American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham), we
have participated in the editing of the Anti-corruption and Anti-bribery guide as well
as of the Corporate Governance Code.
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In 2006 we joined the Partnering Against Corruption Initiative (PACI), based on
corporate civic principles defined by the World Economic Forum in collaboration
with Transparency International
and the Basel Institute of Governance.
Last year we updated the manual of ethics and the anti-corruption manual.
All employees were notified of these documents,
which they fully comply with.
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VII. EMPLOYEES
It is said that getting together a team is just the beginning,
working together is progress, staying together is success.
Equally important is to constantly invest in personal
development.
The structure of personnel specialization:

››Operational – 75%, out of which:
eLearning – 30%
››
EAS (Enterprise Application Suite) -14%
››
eHealth – 9%
››
eAgriculture – 8%
››
CAD (Customized Application Development) – 8%
››
Nuclear – 3%
››
PMO (Project Management Office) – 2%
››
OAPPS (Oracle Applications) – 1%
››

Competency Awarded
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››EU Funds – 1%
››Commercial, Marketing, Bid, Presales – 14%
››Financial, Administrative, IT – 8%
››Quality Assurance, Human Resources – 2%

On December 20th, 2012, during our traditional event “Employee of the
Year”, the best of our colleagues were awarded for their professionalism
and dedication proved on a daily basis in 2012. On this occasion,
awards were given for Employee of the Year 2012 in each department,
Employee of the Year for Quality Management and Human Resources,
SIVECO Employee of the Year 2012 and Merit Awards for the entire
activity in celebration of 5,10 and 15 years of activity in the company.
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On 30th and 31st of March 2012, we attended the Top Employers
Fair, a great opportunity for our company to identify and select
our future colleagues - the very best of the best.
“Whether they are students or recent graduates keen to develop
a career in the field or even experienced professionals, our new
colleagues will join a team of 1,000 people who have been working
for 20 years on national and international projects. Thus, they will
undoubtely have the opportunity to build beautiful careers with us
at their side,” said Dana Bichir, Human Resources & Quality Vice
President.

During the summer, we organized an internship program
involving 21 students who had the opportunity to apply their
theoretical knowledge acquired at university and use this
experience in the future. They had the opportunity to work
on “real projects”, alongside our colleagues who shared their
knowledge and expertise, gained from projects developed over
time.

We are a
top employer

Preparation
for students

In a market with a unique dynamic, as IT is, the quality of specialists represents
a powerful differentiator. In 2012, 272 training sessions, internal and external
certifications were organized, with a total amount of over 170,000 euros and a
total number of 1,270 participants-graduates.
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VIII. MEMBERSHIPS
We successfully developed long-term
and expanded our partnership network
internationally.
The company’s evolution includes the development of our business model with the help of our partners, in both local and
international projects.
Since 2012 we are members in a new prestigious professional association: British Chamber of Commerce in Belgium,
which provides a collaboration platform for entrepreneurs from all around the world.

“We have affiliated not to a bilateral room, but to an international organization,
one of the most prestigious in Belgium which helps us get in touch with European
Union decision factors. The events and meetings organized by the British Chamber
of Commerce in Belgium cover a wide range of topics, from current political
issues to legislation. It is a valuable partnership established right in the heart of
Europe,” said Ştefan Morcov, Deputy Vice President within SIVECO Romania.
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In 2012 we also joined the European Foundation for eLearning Quality, an organization that
aims to promote excellence and innovation in education. EFQUEL - European Foundation
for Quality in eLearning is an European organization based in Brussels - Belgium,
initiated by the European Institute for eLearning, European Schoolnet, FIM Newlearning,
MENON Network, University of Duisburg-Essen and the University of Reading, with the
specific aim to increase the quality of online studies and share experience in the field
of eLearning.
EFQUEL currently has 120 members - universities, research institutes, companies,
foundations, various organizations in Europe - and offers quality certifications for
implementing eLearning programs.

We also renewed our partnership with Microsoft at GOLD level
for the Independent Software Vendor expertise, and renewed
our partnership with Oracle at PLATINUM level.
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Current Partnerships
››Intel Premier Elite Partner
››Microsoft Gold Certified Partner
››IBM Business Partner

››Member of the Romania Luxembourg Business Forum
Association („ROMLUX”)

››Member of the European Network of Software and Services
(Networked European Software and Services Initiative NESSI)

››HP Sales and Service Partner

››Member of the Integrating Healthcare Enterprise (IHE)

››Ventyx

››Member of the Luxembourg Business Forum Association

››Member of the Romanian – American Chamber of Commerce (AmCham)

››Member of the Romanian – Tunisian Chamber of Commerce and Industry

››Member of the French Chamber of Commerce and Industry in Romania

››Member of the Regional Pact for Employment and Social Inclusion

››ISH Informatika
››Member of the Romanian Association for Electronic and Software Industry
(ARIES)

Bucharest- Ilfov

››Member of the Romania Belgium Business Club
››Member of “Loja de Business”

››Member of the Employers Association of Software and Services Industry (ANIS)

››Member of the Business Software Alliance

››Member of the Romanian Entrepreneurs Association (AOAR)

››Member of the HR Management Club

››Member of the National Association for Exporters and Importers in

››Member of the Project Management Institute

Romania (ANEIR)

››Signatory of the Partnership Against Corruption Initiative (PACI)
››Signatory of the United Nations Global Compact
››Member of the ISTAG Consultancy Group of the European Union
(Information Society Technologies Advisory Group)

››Member of the Romanian Atomic Forum ROMATOM
››Member of the Association for Developing the Information Technology
Society

››Member in the European Association of Communication Directors (EACD).

››Member of the Digital Alliance in Romania
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Tell me what projects
you are working on
and I will tell you what
awards you will win.
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IX. INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION
2012 has been a year full of awards and valuable
trophies. Congratulations to our colleagues, who
worked very hard and brought international fame to
Romanian intelligence!

January 2012

A record number of projects developed by the SIVECO team entered the
European Software Excellence Awards final. In the Government Solution
category, the customs computerization project at the Customs Administration
in Turkey was selected. The project is based on transit operations with the help
of the New Computerized Transit System solution. The eCustoms solution is
also implemented at the Customs Authority in Romania and is currently in the
process of being implementing at the Customs Administration of Macedonia.
Within the Government Solution category, the special schools portal
implemented for the Ministry of Education was also selected. This project
represents a first in Romania, allowing children with special educational
needs to gain access, through an online platform, to interactive courses for
developing the practical skills necessary for social inclusion.
Within the Enterprise Solution category, the Enterprise Application Suite (EAS),
SIVECO Applications solution implemented for Kathrein Romania, the largest
national manufacturer and exporter of mobile communication antennas, was
selected. The implemented solution meets the needs of the company for
aligning with the international standards of the German group it is part of,
KATHREIN-Werke KG. The project is a success example, allowing the company
managers to have total control over the whole production process.
The IT project implemented for the Ministry of Education, aimed to improve the
educational process through the use of information technology in teaching, was
selected at the Content Management Solution category. The eSchool portal
makes available to pupils an advanced virtual laboratory, through which dozens
of virtual experiments in chemistry, physics and biology can be accessed, in a
secure environment without the associated risks of a classic laboratory.
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March 2012

We were named «eProjects Performer» at the eFinance Gala.
“We reward the borderless activity of one of the most important software
houses in Romania, present with major projects in four geographical
areas - North Africa (Morocco, Tunis, Egypt), the CIS area (Kazakhstan,
Turkmenistan, Azerbaijan), the Middle East (Dubai, Qatar, Kuwait, Oman)
and the Balkans (Bulgaria, Macedonia, Turkey, Serbia)” was the eFinance
magazine jury’s argumentation.
We won the Platinum Medal at the European Seal of e-Excellence
2012! Within this global competition we faced formidable opponents:
42 companies in 18 countries. And we made it: SIVECO Romania
climbed the highest step of the podium, at a gala ceremony at the
epicenter of the digital world, at the CeBIT Hanover 2012 fair.
”This recognition from the European Seal of e-Excellence 2012 certifies the
global value of any IT provider. We are proud that our software solutions
recommended us as one of the leading IT providers in Europe. It is a further
advantage for our customers, who benefit from international competitive
products, evaluated by specialized and extremely demanding bodies,” said
Irina Socol, President and CEO SIVECO Romania.
The European Seal of e-Excellence is an international competition that
selects and rewards the best performing companies in the information
technology area, offering products and services that excel in terms of
innovation.

April 2012

The prestigious jury of the global UNESCO competition “Hamdan
bin Rashid Al-Maktoum Prize” confirmed the exceptional results
of the teacher training programs in Romania developed by our
team, nominating them as exceptional practices in improving the
effectiveness of teachers.
The competition is known as one of the world’s leading contests, for
the contribution it brings to improving the quality of education and
teachers training by introducing technology in education.
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MAY 2012
A new and important recognition of the excellence of our projects
came from the United States of America. The Best in Biz Awards jury
awarded us with the Gold Medal for projects with a major social impact
and with millions of beneficiaries in 19 countries in the world.
“We are honoured to receive the Gold Medal from a jury composed
of prestigious business analysts and American specialized media
representatives who were very competent and selective. We are proud that
out of the 40 international companies that applied to the current edition of
the competition, the jury particularly appreciated the projects and results
of our company,” said Irina Socol, President and CEO SIVECO Romania.
The “Best in Biz Awards” jury offered SIVECO Romania the Gold Medal
for the best business model after an evaluation of our projects by
business analysts and international journalists, from the perspective
of the business results as well as of their social impact.

“Best in Biz Awards 2012 EMEA” is a large-scale independent
international competition, whose jury includes members of the media
and analysts specialized in business areas. At this year’s competition,
over 40 private and public companies from over 20 countries in Europe,
Middle East and Africa have participated.
The Best in Biz Awards 2012 EMEA winners were selected on the basis
of scores awarded by a judging panel composed of media specialists
from top publications in the United States and the United Arab Emirates,
Germany, Switzerland, Netherlands, UK, France, Brazil, Ireland, Israel,
Slovakia and South Africa.
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June 2012
Another success was achieved at the European IT Excellence Awards.
This competition awards the best projects on the continent. This time,
we received the great title of “Winner” in the Government Projects
category, for implementing our information document and workflow
management solution – SIVADOC, at the Kishinev City Hall and our
integrated information system for Administration of the Danube Delta
Biosphere Reservation.

August 2012
The jury of the Stevie Awards global competition awarded us for our
business achievements and projects with a major social impact in the
“Company of the Year” category.
The Stevie Awards 2012 winners were nominated by a panel composed
of 300 executives from all the economic sectors in 8 countries (Kingdom
of Bahrain, Poland, Japan, UAE, Malaysia, South Africa, South Korea).
“We are honoured to receive this recognition from a panel composed
of the most demanding professionals in the field. This is a tremendous
accomplishment and great pride for us that out of more than 3,200
international companies that participated in the current edition of the
competition, we are considered one of the companies of the year,” said
Irina Socol, President and CEO SIVECO Romania.
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December 2012
During the National Association Gala of Exporters and Importers in
Romania (ANEIR), we received the Grand Trophy and Merit Certificate
for the export of IT solutions in eLearning, eHealth, eCustoms in 26
countries.

”Everywhere we work, we offer innovative technology,
quality products and we export Romanian intelligence.
We hope that in the following two years our solutions
will be present in 30 countries.”

Florian Ciolacu

Vice President International Sales
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Good things need to be continued.
Therefore, we hope that in 2013 we will
keep developing relevant projects which
we can share in our future report.
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X. Objectives for 2013
Employees

››Continuous training and professional skills development
for SIVECO employees;
››Employee awareness and responsibility with regards
to quality management and the environment through
reducing paper, water and electricity consumption;
››Encouraging a competitive and innovative working
environment by attracting and developing the best
professionals in the field;
››Providing a motivating work environment through:
adequate training, ensuring the necessary conditions for
professional and career development, recognizing the
contribution of each individual towards the company;
››Encouraging individual involvement in social programs.

Environment	

››Continuous evaluation and permanent monitoring
of environmental aspects, with the main purpose of
reducing pollution;
››Optimization of materials and utilities consumption and
reduction of losses;
››Partnership arrangements for waste recycling – old
computers, paper, plastic packaging.

Clients

››Increasing the number of clients;
››Diversifying and extending current client contracts;
››Meeting the specifically defined and negotiated
requirements of our clients while also respecting the law.
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Partners

››Extending the partnership and distribution network
by looking for new companies wishing to extend their
activity area and improve their financial situation;
››Certification of new Microsoft competencies.

Quality

››Maintaining the ISO 9001:2008 certification, ISO
14001:2004 Environment management systems and ISO
27001 Information security;
››Improving customer satisfaction by providing high quality
products and services whilst also meeting contractual
targets;
››Promoting quality and environmental standards
with partners so that they acknowledge and follow
the requirements regarding product quality and
environmental protection.

Ethics

››Releasing the Communication on Progress report based
on the GRI indicators – the 10 principles of the United
Nations Organization.

Relationship with
professional
organizations

››Creating strategic partnerships in the university and
civic society sectors with the aim of promoting common
values and business ethics;
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››Finalizing partnerships for creating educational projects
using structural funds.
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